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OUTBOUND PROGRAMME

CORPORATE NEWS2

The Toastmasters installation ceremony
was organised by the Toastmasters
team at CMS on August 26 and 29.

The theme of the ceremony was pristine emer-
gence.
The Toastmasters area chief, Piyush Bhan-

dari attended the ceremony along with the
Center Head, Prof Nilkant. All the office bear-
ers of I year attended the session and they
took oath that they will do justice to their re-
sponsibilities. Some of the competitions that
were held during the ceremony are table topic
master and humorous speech. Contestants
from outside the college also participated in
the competitions.  
Mahesh Kolar, charter president of Dhwani
Toastmasters won I prize in table topic    mas-
ter and Vaibhav Jain of III year BBM won I
prize in humorous speech.

Toastmasters 
Installation 
Ceremony

Internship and 
placement 

Internship and placement were offered to
BBA and BAJ students this year with some of
the best companies.The companies which of-
fered internships were Big Bazaar, Havells
group, Basket options, Zara retails, Tommy
Hilfiger, HDFC bank, Kotak Mahindra, Just
dial and many more. Some of the companies
who offered placements to students were
Business Sweden, Thomas Reuters, Fleming
Group, Zomato, Goldman Sachs, Axis bank,
Wipro, Tesco, Titan, among others.

Saturdays are usually those days where a
person is too groggy and lazy to wake up
before sun rise, and a fine day to snooze

your alarms for an hour; in short, a procrasti-
nator’s day. But the Saturday on June 19, 2015
we had our outbound programme to Ramna-
gara.
Ramnagara, the town which is known for its

wonderful giant rocks and landscapes were por-
trayed famously in the film, Sholay.  “Students
must  report to the college by 6.00 a.m,” read
the circular.  However, little did we know that
a trip like this could later change the way we
saw our challenges in life.We set off to Ram-
nagara from our college by 6.30 a.m. All of us
boarded two buses, and were on our way. It was
almost a two-hour long trip, but it was worth-
while if you would take the time to admire the
scenery outside. The drive was dotted by lovely
long roads, little ponds with a great number of
lotuses in full bloom, and small huts. We
reached   Ramnagara at around 8:15 a.m.  and
got down at the Camp. We were greeted by a
little stranger who was hopping around, happy
to see us; a little pup. We were then greeted by
the Camp managers who then gave us some
time to freshen ourselves up and have some re-

freshments before we began the activities.  We
were divided into two groups in order for us to
attempt two different activities at different
times. Some of us went on our way to learn and
attempt “rappelling.” The camp manager
pointed to us the    instructor who was demon-
strating the techniques to rappel down an 18-
20 foot rock.

It was a fantastic experience. We held the
grip on the rope as tight as possible as we
feared for our dear lives. But descending down
was really fun and we all enjoyed it. Next up
was “zip lining.”  Later on, we were introduced

to some fun short activities which involved a
group of 4 people, each group with around 10-
12 students, who had to step on every possible
brick that  measured about 3 X 3 metre square.
How did we all manage to fit into that small
square? Don’t ask. Because we hated the per-
son who called out “foul” on our every try. 
At the end, we were given some inspirational
advice from the camp manager, which really
gave us an insight into how to deal with situa-
tions.   So when all of us returned home, we
asked ourselves “Was this Saturday worth it?
Although it was a challenging day especially to
wake up early, in the end, it surely was worth
it!

Adventure sports at Ramnagara
OUTBOUND PROGRAMME

Day of memorable challenges and company

Model Expo, a model-making
competition cum exhibition was held
on August 4, 2015. The event was

inaugurated by the Center head, Prof Dinesh
Nilkant, and organised by Ms.Husna, department

of management.The students were asked to
make a model using cardboard which explained
the processing of any industry. The different
models showcased and explained how a raw
material was manufactured into a finished
product. 
Some of the models displayed included paper

plants, aviation plants, nuclear plants, among
others. For instance, in a paper plant they
showed bamboo being cut, taken to a factory,
made into paper and transferred to places.
A lot of creativity was at display in the model

exhibition.The students showed active
participation and the teachers were the
evaluators. Hydro Power Industry of III
Semester, Section ‘C’, bagged the first place and
Nuclear Power Plant Industry of Section ‘D’ the
second place. 

Mo^_l Expo 2k15: In^ustry
Mo^_ls Exhi\ition [t CMS 

Students display their model

- Ghanavi & Aayush

-Jitvan Ramesh

-Rishabh Tiwari 

Anjali Kumari

Rappelling all the way down
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On  June 19, 2015, during the orientation week,
the first year BA Journalism class  had a three
hour session with a professional photographer,
Mr. Sabir Ahmed.
This session was on photojournalism, photog-

raphy history and the working of DSLRs.He took
the students through a brief history of the camera,
and also spoke about the detailed working of the
DSLR and the science involved in it.
His love for photography was vividly displayed

through his PowerPoint presentation and his
emotional involvement with the audience. The
excitement levels only increased when he
brought out a few cameras from his personal col-
lection.  
His collection contained a wide range of pho-

tos, ranging from nature to people, and from
travel to monuments. The session ended with a
question and answer session.

It was a bright sunny morning and all theBAJ   students in the CMS campus of Jain
University were laced with excitement. It

was their first visit to a radio station and they
were wondering as to how it is going to be. The
class was divided into two groups, which were
taken on two different days. 
On that most awaited day, all the enthusias-

tic students boarded the bus, and within no
time, the bus rolled and reached the radio sta-
tion; Radio City 91.1 FM studio in Ban-
nerghatta Main road, Bangalore. A very

beautiful lane led the students to a huge com-
plex where Radio City was  situated. The cam-
pus was marbled and looked amazing. The
students were further divided into four groups.
Only one group was allowed to go in at a time,
as the rest eagerly awaited their turn. 
The students were greeted by an RJ, and the

producer then led them into the studio. There,
he introduced them to all the equipment that is
used for hosting the program. He also told them
that all the programs are pre-recorded and ed-
ited there. He also pointed out that during live
programmes, the broadcast is delayed by seven
seconds, during which he can decide if certain
parts must be cut off. He also enlightened them
about the posts available in the radio industry
like, scriptwriters, producers and lastly RJs, in
case one wants to take up a profession in that
line. A few students were allowed to go on air
and get a glimpse of what it is really like to be
speaking on the radio. It was a golden opportu-
nity for them to grasp that joyous feeling of
speaking on a radio. "It was very exciting to
talk on air. I got a good experience. It was fun
being on air," said Arpita, a first year BAJ stu-
dent, who was lucky enough to grab that oppor-
tunity.

INDUSTRIAL VISIT

A Visit to Radio City

The Debating society, an initiative of
the department of media studies,
organised its first debate session on

August 14 in Seminar hall 1. 
The Debate which was mostly attended by
the faculty of media and media students,
discussed the topic, “Gender Equality is a
myth in India.” The Moderator for the
debate was Ms.Pushpa Achanta, a
journalist. 
The speakers discussed that gender
inequality does not focus only on men or
women, it includes all the sections of
society whether it is women, men or
transgender. The Debating society plans to
organise two debates every month on social
issues prevalent in the society.

- Rishab Tiwari

- Shreya Joshi

  - Sneha Menon

The final year students of Bachelor of Media Studies
(BMS) conducted development campaigns at the
campus on different developmental issues. The
campaigns were a part of their class assignment for
the subject development communication. 
“Development communication is a subject which

looks into development issues such as gender,
equality, minorities and transgenders and cleanliness.
The students of the V semester were given an
assignment to conduct development campaign; to
address the various Issues,” said Ms.  Poorvi Sardar,
Faculty of the department of media studies.
Some of the topics covered under development

campaign are Paradox Centre which dealt with
allocation of students based on academic credentials
and Lights Off to conserve electricity. 
Uttdaksh, was the name given to the campaign

which promoted unity between North-Indians and
South-Indians by having a debate, food stall and a
photo booth.  A campaign on health and hygiene set
up food stalls which promoted home food and
workshop on aerobic fitness. First Aid First, was the
name given by another group, who conducted a
seminar by fire officials and a fire drill on Campus. 

III year BMS students promoting their cause

Development
Campaigns Create

Awareness At
Campus

-Umaima Asad 

Debate Society
Kicks -off

BA Journalism students won the overall championship trophy  at
Christ Media Meet & St Joseph’s Allura fest.

Winner takes it all!

And it clicked ...

Students at the Radio City office
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Rahul Kapoor, a motivational speaker spoke
about the goals and purposes in life to man-

agement students at CMS-JU

Mr. Kapoor touched upon the differences be-
tween goals and purposes, and the power of
asking. “We have labeled ourselves so much
that we think twice before we ask something
simple not realising the fact that just like us,
there are others with the same questions too,”
said Mr. Kapoor

He emphasised that everyone needs a smart
goal. “Be specific with your goal and do it with
all your heart,” said Mr. Kapoor.

ACADEMIC SESSIONS4
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Motiv[tion [n^ 

go[ls m[ntr[

Center for Management Studies, Jain  Univer-
sity hosted its first National Student Confer-

ence called Resurrect on September 3, 2015, at
CMS campus. The conference which began at
10.30 a.m. was  attended by 55 students from dif-
ferent colleges such as XITE, IIM B, SBMJC-
Jayanagar, NIFT, Maharani College, Kristu
Jayanti, St Joseph’s, Bangalore and Acharya
Institute. 
The conference comprised of three sessions.

The first session discussed the resurrection of
maggi, while the second session discussed the
revival of the Greek economy. The third session
was on the resurrection of print media. The

keynote speaker for the conference was
Prof.Amritlal Bharadwaj, Cardiff University. He
spoke mainly about the revival of brands and
took the example of reviving Jaguar, the
automobile brand. The conference was chaired
by Prof. Dinesh Nikant, Center Head, CMS-Jain
University. Prof. Sunitha B.K co-chaired the
conference. Two awards were presented to the
best speakers during the conference.Vishwani,
Nikita and Aditi from JU- CMS won a best paper
award for their paper on the Greece crisis. Arnav
Das and Shambhavi from SCMS also won a best
paper award for their paper on maggi crisis.

CMS hosts first student conference

-Mohammed Anaz & Aayush 

With the onset of July, came a very important
occasion. For those who chose to study

further, July was the dawn of the Master’s
Courses. More or less, the first week of anything
is difficult and so was this day. 
Thankfully the orientation process acts like an

icebreaker for us to know each other as well as
the course. But here at CMS, that wasn’t all that
the orientation process did. It was a smartly de-
vised plan to acquaint us with the industry, while
giving us comprehensive information about the
course.
It started off with an introduction to the college
and what would be expected of us during our
time at CMS. A session with Mr. Mahmood set
the tone for what was to be expected of the re-
mainder of the week. 
The next day, we met the course co-ordinator
and guide, Mr Madhavan Shankaran, who en-
lightened us on what would be expected of us
during the course. But the lecture was not just
limited to this. We were also reminded that the
industry is a merciless place and in order to suc-
ceed, we need to step in with the right tools.  
The following day, we met Mr. Vivek Vinayak,
an alumnus and anchor with TV9. He enlightened
us with the tricks of the trade, and obviously it
was not much of a lecture. It was more of a reality
check. In the simplest of terms, he informed us
that success is a matter of smart work. 
We then met the acclaimed photojournalist, Mr.
Sabir Ahmed. This session taught us what it
would take to make it as a photojournalist and
photographer and he showed us various tech-
niques of photography. We learnt that it was not
just enough to see, but it was also important to
visualize.
The last session was with Mr. Sandeep Unnikr-
ishnan. An advertiser by profession, his session
was a beckoning one. Through the session, we
learnt how different the advertising world is from
the general perception. 
In a little over a week, we were taught that the

industry standards are really high and the expec-
tations from a post graduate student are at an en-
tirely different level, and that all of us should be
well prepared to face them.

Reality
Check

“Why did you join CMS?” asked Vivek
Vinayak, one of India’s youngest news anchors.
Vivek, who is an alumnus of CMS Jain
University, came to greet the freshers of BA
Journalism and Mass Communication of the
year 2015.

In due course of the session, Vivek posed
more questions to the students and asked them
repeatedly as to why they chose the media
course? The questions posed by Vivek made the
students wonder what this session had in store.

Soon, things fell into place and the BAJ first
years began to guess where his session was
headed. The usually noisy class maintained
silence and it was the news anchor’s voice that
reverberated through the class.
His session taught the students a lesson on

how the media industry worked and how to get

into the rapidly changing stream.
Internships, he said, play a crucial role when

we actually need a job. Vivek strongly believes
that when one interns, he not just learns about
the job but also about the various other realities
that come along with one’s job. 
The alumnus shared one of his experiences

wherein he had to win a radio-hosted college
competition in order to acquire an internship in
the radio station. “Why would the professionals
waste their precious time on training a
newcomer when he can hire the one who seems
to have some amount of experience?” he
questioned.
On a final note, Vivek reminded the freshers

not only to work hard but also to have fun during
the three years. He said, “There’s no college
which will offer you as much fun as CMS will.”

Peek into media world

Session on Stocks
market

Kishore B.S, the Program Director at Stock
Market Institute conducted orientation ses-

sions on the Stock Market for the management
students. 

Mr. Kishore shared his initial experiences in
investing. He shared his good and bad investment
stories and advised the students the different
methods to invest smartly. He cleared the doubts
of the students related to stocks and shares. 

According to some of the students, by the end
of the session, they had a fair idea of how the
market works and how investing in shares really
works. - Snehal Saboo

- Ah med Kamal Khan

-Laxmi Nayak

-Vaibhavi Nandagiri
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Ms. Poorvi Sardar, an alumnus of CMS, a theatre
personality and currently a teacher in the
department of media studies talks about her life
at CMS, theatre and her role as a teacher.

1. Tell us about your experience as a student
at CMS?

Experience at CMS as a student was very
good . I was away from home, and was excited
about new beginnings and experiences. CMS
introduced many platforms which students like
me from small towns were not exposed to before,
like Toastmasters and the fest culture. So my time
at CMS helped me explore different dimensions
of myself.

2.Since you were a BBA graduate from CMS,
did the college anyway help you to realise and
achieve your dream as a media professional?

CMS inculcated good habits in me like
reading, public speaking and introduced me to a
lot of cultural activities. I took part in fests across
bangalore and also got an opportunity to go one
of India's biggest cul fests, Malhar in St xaviers
Mumbai. all this surely was not directly
connected to my degree BBM but it did help
explore different facets of myself and my
potential. I realised I was not made for business
but for something which involves studying
different cultures and politics. I knew then that
media studies was my calling!

3.How did CMS help you grow as a person?
I grew to be more confident and outgoing. I

learnt to mix with people easily. Also CMS gave
me an opportunity to meet and interact with
people from different parts of the country, I learnt
about different cultures and my adaptability to

different cultures and mindsets increased.
4.Does CMS have a contribution in your
success in the field of theatre as well ?

CMS was the root to all my theatre activities.
Dinesh Sir and a former Hindi teacher, Monica
took keen interest in hosting a national level
theatre festival called Abhinaya-the very first
initiative towards theatre activity by Jain college.
I randomly walked into an audition for a part in
a Hindi play and got it! From then on, there was
no looking back. I will always be grateful to
CMS for introducing  me to theatre which has
since then been one of my strongest passions!

5.How does it feel to be back to CMS as a
teacher?

Being back to CMS as a teacher was initially
weird. A lot has changed since, Jain became an
autonomous university, the campus has shrunk
considerably and of course there is a drastic
change in the student culture as opposed to when
I was a student. But teaching at CMS has been a
good experience. As a teacher I got to learn quite
a lot from students and I hope it’s happening
vice-versa! But teaching has been an enlightening
experience about how much I know and how
much more I need to make space for to know.
Knowledge is a never-ending process.
Conferences and workshops in the college have
been great add-ons and I am grateful to Jain
University to have given me this opportunity to
contribute to the institution which once upon a
time gave me a lot and to contribute to myself as
a person.

In conversation with Ms. Poorvi Sardar

Hilal Gani, a second-year BMS student of
JU-CMS, is a beat boxer, and to him
music is not only a harmonious tune, but

it is a friend, a teacher and a companion. He
started his journey four years ago when he came
across a beat-boxing video on a social
networking site.  This video left him open-

mouthed and made him want to try his hand at
this beautiful art. He began to watch several
other videos so that he could acquire the skills
needed. He practised to improve and enhance his
skills. Hilal has always been a social person and
was a speaker and debater in school, so he was
always at ease on stage. This was definitely an
advantage for him to give his best.

Hilal started with dubstep beat-boxing and
moved on to techno, house, progressive house
and then hip-hop. He would listen to a couple of
songs and merge them together and it would
sound absolutely new. He would beat-box all the
time. His first competition was at RV College of
Engineering and he came second. This passion
of his led him to battle it out in a number of
competitions in no time. Hilal took part in
season 5 of India’s Got Talent too. He beat-boxes
for none other than himself and says that
winning isn’t important to him, but to him the
platform to learn matters more. He has judged a

lot of events too.

Hilal says that with time he has learnt to
rectify the mistakes he has made on stage. Beat-
boxing has changed his life. It has made him
independent and has disciplined him. CMS has
helped him grow as an artist as well as a person.
The University has always encouraged him to
take part in as many events possible. In his
opinion, CMS is a wonderful institute and all the
staff and students have always supported him
during his ups and downs. Hilal is also a part of
a community called the Bangalore Beat-box
Community, which organised an event called
Beats on Streets where they took an initiative to
help the people of Nepal after the massive
earthquake.

Hilal desires to make a career out of beat-
boxing and would love to open a beat-boxing
school and one day wants to become a globally
recognised beat-boxer.

CMS YOUNG ACHIEVER

-Ritvika Toshniwal

-Preksha Dhanesh

Ms.Poorvi Sardar pursued her Bachelors in
Business Management (BBM) and gradu-
ated in the year 2010. She went on to do
her Master’s in Communication from Mani-
pal Institute of Mass Communication, Mani-
pal. She then worked for a newspaper in
Goa called ‘Navhind Times’ for a year after
which she worked at Ranga Shankara as
the Programme Co-ordinator. She is as
passionate about theatre as she is about
media. Currently, she is a faculty member
in the department of media studies.

ALUMNI SUCCESS STORY
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Release of report on status of rights of transgenders in Karnataka
On August 13, 2015, the Radio Active 90.4 CR
MHz released a report on the status of the rights
of transgender in Karnataka at CMS. This report
was mainly prepared by Prerana, a law student
and an intern at Radio Active 90.4. 
Prerana is an active participant who helps in

improving the status of transgenders in Kar-
nataka. Many renowned activists such as, B T
Venkatesh, Former State Public Prosecutor, High
Court of Karnataka;  Shri.Ashok Nijagannavar,
Hon’ble member secretary, Karnataka State
Legal Services Authority; Ms.Pali, Director,

Women Development Corporation, Karnataka;
Ms.Aasha Ramesh, Founder Member, Ondede;
Smt.Jayamala, Hon’ble Member, Karnataka state
Legislative council & Hon’bleChairperson of Ex-
pert Committee on Sexworkers&Transgenders,
took part in the meet.
According to the section 36 A of Karnataka

Government 2011 Act, discrimination against
transgenders is considered an offense, but many
people (including police) in reality fail to follow
this. 

- Medhajit Katari

69th Indian Independence

Day celebrations at CMS

The campus wore a look of patriotic fervor
on the occasion of Independence Day on

August 15. The celebrations of the day which
was organised byYuva Ignited Minds, began
with the hoisting of the Indian flag by the Cen-
ter Head, Prof.DineshNilkant. After the Flag
Hoisting, treasure hunt competition was held
in which more than 20 teams participated. The
competition was won by BBA ‘A’ section. 

CMS celebrated Compassion Day on July 10,
2015 to honor the sub staffs for their relentless
work in the college. The event which was con-
ducted by the theatre club, Thespiae was held
at Seminar Hall 5 on the campus.             

The day began with a prayer song fol-
lowed by the Center Head, Professor Dinesh
Nilkant's speech on the occasion.  Professor
Dinesh expressed his admiration towards the
college sub staff which includes the college at-
tenders, housekeeping and security guards.  He
felicitated the sub staff with mementos, and
praised them for their dedication towards col-
lege.

A play was staged by the theatre club
which emphasised on treating the sub staff
with respect. The play which engaged subtle
humour drew plenty of laughter from the au-
dience.  Fun activities were also conducted for
the sub staffs.

Compassion Day at CMS

-Anjali Kankaria & Varadha S

- Rishabh Tiwari

Radio workshop teaches new tricks

Aworkshop for the Radio
Active team was conducted
on July 8 and 9. Mr.Sachin-

Tantry, Head of Department of
Journalism at Jain College, J.C Road-
conducted the workshop on radio.
Mr. Tantry, addressed both the ex-

perienced and inexperienced RJ’s
here at the CMS Campus. “It was
basically a refresher training
programme that focussed on going
back to the basics," said Ms Pinky
Chandran,Programme Head of Radio
Active.  
The workshop was followed by an

out-bound learning session where the
employees were taken to Mandya,
Karnataka. “The out- bound session was organ-
ized to help strengthen the bond between the
team members.  All of them come from different
communities and it is important for them to un-
derstand each other," she said.

Radio Active is a community radio which
was established eight years ago and can be
accessed by people within 15km radius

-Janya Jaideep

First Milestone of College Life

The Fresher’s Day was held on August 1, 2015 at MLR Convention Centre to  celebrate the talent
of freshers.

Fresher’s Day is the first milestone for the newbies of the college. The special day is an open plat-
form to build an image and get recognised by participating in various competitions such as solo
singing, solo dance, theatre, b plan, b quiz, group dance, humorous speech, and finally the king of
them all, best manager.I year BAJ students won the overall  championship trophy. BBM Section A’s
Zarmeen won the most prestigious title for the Best Manager and Aishwariya secured the second
place for the same. The talent exuberated was of a level that set a bench mark at CMS- Jain University,
for the next set of fresher’s to come and raise even higher.

- Chandani Hemdev
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IMD celebration enthralls all

Winn_rs

Ov_r[ll winn_rs : S_]tion @ & E

Runn_rs-up : S_]tion H

B_st invit[tion: S_]tion B & F

B_st m[rk_ting ][mp[ign:  S_]tion B

B_st Th_m_^ Cl[ss: S_]tion D

B_st ^_]or[tion:  S_]tion F & C 

B_st mo^_l:  S_]tion I & B 

B_st So]i[l Th_m_^ Cl[ss: S_]tion F 

USA

Denmark

North India

Section H brought the grandeur of Denmark to
the fore with their promotions. They also hap-
pened to be the team that caught peoples’ atten-
tion and set the tone for the event, since they were
the first team to put posters around campus. The
students moreover made models of the cultural
and landscape factors to further promote the
country, but focused more in detail about the eco-
nomic and developmental aspects of the country.

Section C promoted USA by displaying models
of landmarks in USA such as Times square , Sil-
icon valley, fuel crisis, Osama killing operations,
World Trade Centre, pentagon, Golden gate and
White house. A student impersonating Osama
Bin Laden was the prime attraction of the stall. 

Africa

Section F promoted the continent Africa.  A
model of a stadium was made representing the
Cape Town football cup, an organization which
helps the underprivileged people to showcase
their talent and love for sports. The cultures of
Egypt were represented through their traditional
dance forms and costumes. A replica of a pyramid
was also made.The model included people in
Ghana using bullock carts and man force due to
lack of technology. A dart game called kill Ebola
was conducted to help spread awareness about
the Ebola virus Contributions were taken from
students which were given to the poor and needy
in Africa through UN.

On September 3, 2015, Center for Man-
agement Studies (CMS), Jain University
celebrated the International Management

Day.  The day was marked with celebration of di-
verse cultures from across the world as the final
year management students of different sections
set up stalls promoting different countries in their
classrooms.
The theme for the day was resurrect which meant
‘to revive something that is lost.’ The meaning of
the theme was to revive lost culture, heritage,
business, language, practices of different coun-
tries. A few months before the grand day, the
BBM classes were divided into groups. These
groups were further assigned a country. The as-
signed countries include Latin America, Brazil,
Germany, Denmark, China, Africa, U.S.A, South
and North India. The different classes promoted
their countries a month in advance. They worked
on different business models suggesting improve-
ment of business for the assigned topic.  The in-
novative promotions culminated into country
specific stalls on the International Management
Day, which radiated the talent of the students in
decorating the stalls`.

Students of ‘D’ section represented North India.
Models were made of Taj Mahal, India gate,
Kashmir valley, and Silicon Valley was made
with the stapler-pins. Many other aspects such as
tourism, airport industry, agricultural industry
and Bollywood industry as well as an army base
camp was also presented through colourful mod-
els by the students who were dressed up in North
Indian attires for the occasion.

Section A of BBA covered Latin America. Mod-
els were made to represent each country .A model
of ChichenItzu, a significant monument in Mex-
ico was displayed. The expenditure deficits and
marvel index was also presented giving an over-
all picture of the economy. Videos of Lionel
Messi playing football was projected on the
screen with him being a central figure in the
world identifying Argentina and Latin America.

Latin America

South India

Section I promoted the culture of South India by
selling food typical of South India and business
models representing the region. The long forgot-
ten games of South India were revived in the stall
and the visitors enjoyed playing some games. 

Brazil

Section B showcased Brazil with several hand-
made models of different monuments in Brazil.
A five-foot model of Christ the redeemer was dis-
played. Other models include football stadium,
coffee estates, mock stock and a Brazilian flag
which was made of more than 200 scrap papers. 

China

Section G graced their stall with oriental music,
pictures of dragons and authentic Chinese
lanterns,  as their assigned country was China.
Caricatures of famous stars  from the region,
such as Jackie Chan and Bruce Lee was hand
drawn by the students and displayed in the stall.  

Germany

Section E showcased the power of swanky auto-
mobiles in Germany by displaying a Ducati Mon-
ster Bike and a BMW car. The stall’s entrance
was adorned with a Berlin wall that the visitors
had to break to enter. Various models of the
tourism sector were made to depict the contribu-
tion of the sector to the GDP of Germany. The
model of the Black Forest was filled with inter-
esting facts.
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“It was good and very
informative. We got in
detail knowledge about
everything we will
study about. Industry
people helped us to
frame our perspective
about media. 

Master of a subject
starts from the
Bachelors, but over
here masters start
from our choices. 

-Shwetha G Kamat

“

The orientation was
actually educational
and fun. Each helped
us to connect with all
my classmates and
build a better rela-
tionship with each of
them. 

-Karan Nayyar

“

-Shruti Ghanate

“
CMS is the best desti-

nation of my journey
and has brought out
the best in me. 

- Rahul U

“
In CMS you either do
everything or nothing.
Performance is reality
here.

- Jyothi Kurpadi

“We are having some
challenges, but we
are trying to cope up
to them. It makes me
productive. 

-Sammeet Telang

Feedback - info@cms.ac.in

Teacher’s Day was celebrated at CMS on September 5, 2015. The events for the day was or-
ganised by the event management students in association with Kannada Kalpa in the Seminar

Hall IV. All the teachers and students were dressed for the theme of the day- beach party.
The teachers were welcomed by offering   tender coconut drinks and this was followed by photo

sessions. On the occasion of Teacher’s Day, a cake was cut and many games were organised for
the teachers.
The day drew to a close with a group dance and fashion show. 

Beach party themed Teacher’s
Day at CMS

Workshop on
Media, Gender and

Sexuality

Aworkshop on media, gender and sexual-
ity was jointly organised by Radioactive,
Jain University and Ondede at CMS on

September 4, 2015. The speakers of the panel
discussion were Anuradha, the founder  of Better
India; Radha Ramaswamy, a   theatre personality;
Shwetha Jain, a former TV9 presenter; Kenneth,
Advertising professional;  Uma, alternate Media
; and Veeraraghav, the    editor of The Hindu, was
the moderator.
Along with the panelists, people of different

sexuality shared their experiences.   The Panelists
gave their opinion about gender and sexuality
with respect to their field of expertise. 

- Sanghavi P.S- Vaibhav &  Shubhangi
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